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HIDDEN POWER: The Productivity Pac’s Binary Keywords — by Don Person 
 
 Now that the HP Productivity Pac has become such a popular item, a lot of HP owners have 
at their disposal an added bonus that they may not be aware of. This bonus is a set of very useful new 
binary programs. The ‘BIG THREE’ among these programs are “FILE/8OBIN”, “STEVIE” and 
“B1N24”, which are found on the “FILE/80” disk. 
 The thrust of this article is a discussion of a number of the keywords that drive the “FILE/80” 
program, and the major program examined is “FILE/8OBIN”. The new Basic keywords supplied by 
this program fall into several categories, but the most interesting ones are implementations of new 
disk operating routines, some new array sorting routines and general system enhancements. 
 Here is the entire list of new FILE/8OBIN keywords: 
KEY SEARCH RECORD SEARCH SET BUFFCOL REMOVE BLANKS 
OPEN FILE  CLOSE FILE  RSECTOR  WSECTOR 
ICHR$   INUM   RCHR$  RNUM   
NUMOK?  SORT BUFFER IS SORT PARMS REVERSE 
1C112$  INTJM2  MASK   UNMASK 
BLANK?  PTARRAY IS  SIFT   MAKEHEAP 
SORTHEAP  POP   POPALL  MSUS$ 
DISK FREE  DISC FREE  CAT$   VOL$ 
PRTIS   DTYPE  WPROT?  GIVEBACK 
 
 Let’s start with some general purpose language enhancements (examples follow some of the 
descriptions). 
PRTIS — Returns the address of the current PRINTER IS declaration.  
 DISP PRTIS  
 701 
DTYPE(msus$) —The argument for this function is a string value representing a 
mass storage address. 
The function returns a numeric result indicating the type of drive present. 
 DTYPE (“:D700”) 
 0 
MASK [string reference] — This command performs a function similar to HGL$, to highlight a 
particular string on the screen. It sets the most significant bit in each character of the specified string. 
It may not be combined with DISP statements. ‘MASK A$’ would be OK. ‘DISP MASK A$’ would 
NOT be OK, and will return an error. This command is of most significant use in file indexing. 
 
UNMASK [string reference] — This command clears the MSB in each character specified in the 
string reference, and is similar to the UNHGL command found in the BIN24 binary. 
 UNMASK A$ or UNMASK HEADER$ 
 
NUMOK?(string) — This function evaluates a string to determine if the string in question is actually 
a representation of a number or not. 1= NUMBER OK; 0—SORRY, NOT A NUMBER. This is 
quite useful when used with the LINPUT statement, or the FORM binary program available from the 
HP User’s library. 
 
BLANK?(string) — This function tests a string to determine if there are any characters present other 
than spaces. 1=YES, it is blank; 0=NO, there are characters other than blanks here. 
BLANK?(“ “) 
1 
BLANK?( “ * ”) 
0 
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POP — This command is programmable, but may also be executed in calculator mode. When 
executed, it removes ONE address from the top of the RTN (Return) 
stack. This allows for recursive use of subroutine calls and is a useful debugging tool as well. 
Executing it with no addresses on the stack of course causes an error, as does executing it in 
calculator mode with a de-allocated program present. 
POPALL — This command is similar to POP but instead clears the stack completely. It does not 
cause an error when executed in and of itself. Executing a RETURN subsequently can however. 
(POP may already be familiar to programmers who have used other than SERIES 80 computers, 
while POPALL is not that common.) 
 
 Now for some fabulous new file manipulation statements. All of these new statements can be 
executed in ‘calculator’ mode too! These are direct sector read/write operations: 
OPEN FILE [filename], buffer# — This statement opens a buffer, declared by buffer#, and assigns it 
to the named entry in the disk directory. The [filename] may declare a DATA file, a PROGRAM file 
or a BINARY PROGRAM file; in short any catalog entry. This opens the door to a way of 
examining Binary programs and compiled BASIC programs while stored in disk files (See our 
SNOOP’R program in this issue — Editor). It can also be applied for file recovery or examination 
when the programmer or user is uncertain of the contents. It allows for very efficient usage of disk 
space as well. The burden of management falls on the programmer. 
 OPEN FILE “NAME$”, l ! (Valid buffer numbers are 1 to 12) 
 
CLOSE FILE buffer# — Closes the referenced file buffer. 
 
RSECTOR [string], sector#, file buffer# — When executed, the indicated sector is read from mass 
storage to the specified string. The string MUST be dimensioned to 256 characters, or an error will 
result. The first sector in any file is sector zero. The file buffer number referenced must have been 
previously declared with an OPEN FILE statement. The entire sector will be read without regard to 
any existing file markers, including the EOF marker. 
 DIM A$[256] 
 RSECTOR A$,0,1 ! Reads the first sector of the file. 
 
WSECTOR [string], sector#, file buffer# — This is the complement of RSECTOR. The entire sector 
will be re-written using the named string. The rules are the same as RSECTOR. 
 WSECTOR A$,0,1 ! Writes to the first record of A$. 
 
DISK FREE A, B, MSUS$ or DISC FREE A, B, MSUS$ — This returns two values to the specified 
variables. The first variable receives the total number of available sectors on the specified disk. The 
second variable receives the largest contiguous block of sectors from the indicated MSUS. (A and B 
are variables used for example only). If there are no null files then the total number of sectors equals 
the largest block. This is the first instance I have encountered where duplicate syntax is supplied to 
cover both the accepted and “corrupt” spelling of the word “disk”. 
 DISK FREE TOTAL_SECTORS, LARGEST BLOCK, “ :D700” 
 DISP TOTAL_SECTORS 
 298 
 DISP LARGEST BLOCK 
 277 
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MSUS$( “.VOLUME”) — Returns the address of the specified volume. 
 MSUS$(“.VOL”) 
 :D700      N.B. Only works like this in Rev. B – M.A.C. 
 
VOL$(msus) — This keyword returns the name of the volume present in the referenced drive. 
 
CAT$(numeric reference) — This keyword allows the programmer to access the directory of the disk 
in the current drive and to treat the entries as elements in a string array. It returns a string with the 
first ten characters indicating the name of the entry, then four characters for file type, then four more 
for ‘file sector length’, and then four more indicating the total number of records. eg: 
 CAT$(3) 
 FILENAME DATA02560012 
 
WPROT?(MSUS) — When executed, the disk in the currently declared drive is checked for the 
presence of a write protect tab. 1=WRITE PROTECTED, 0=NO TAB PRESENT. This is a much 
simpler method for checking if a disk is write protected than using ON ERROR declarations to trap 
write protect errors. 
 
 Here is a short program that illustrates the direct sector read command. Of course, all the 
statements may be executed in ‘calculator’ mode too. 
 
 10 DIM A$ ! FOR OUR SECTORS 
 20 OPEN FILE CAT$ (1 ) , 1 
 30 RSECTOR A$,0,1 
 40 DISP A$ 
 50 END 
  
 With these keywords under our belt, a brief digression seems in order. It may be useful to 
know how the HP BASIC system stores and retrieves mass storage data. Here then is a brief 
explanation. 
 When an ordinary file buffer writes to a file under BASIC system control, it must always 
mark the contents of a file with markers to enable the CPU to determine how to treat retrieved data. 
A numeric value in mass storage is in coded binary form, and always occupies 8 bytes. The first 
character is a CONTROL ‘C’ ,which you may recognize as a lowercase n with a bar over it. The 
seven bytes which make up the number follow, with the most significant byte to the left. 
When writing strings to a file, the BASIC system marks strings with a specific marker format. The 
string is preceded by CHR$(223) and is followed by two bytes, least significant byte first. These, 
when decoded, are the length of the string. 
 The end-of-file marker is CHR$(239), and is easily recognized visually in a file, thanks to the 
86/87’s nice crt display set. The system makes no distinction in the file between individual data and 
data arrays. 
 Because FILE/80BIN stores numbers, it too must code numbers for inclusion in files. It uses 
a format which is similar to the one that the BASIC system uses, but which is incompatible without 
additional bit manipulation. Here is the keyword pair which accomplishes this. 
 
RCHR$(“string representation of a real number”) — This returns a 9 byte string. The first byte is 
CHR$(21). The second byte tells the system where to put the radix. The next six bytes are the real 
number in Binary coded Decimal (BCD) format, where each byte conveys two ‘nibbles’ of numeric 
BCD data. The last character is always a ‘1’ or ‘0’. A ‘1’ indicates that the originally referenced 
string was a number. Zero = no number here. 
 RCHR$ (“1234.5678”)      
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RNUM(“RCHR$”) — When executed with the first 8 characters of a string generated by RCHR$, it 
returns a real number. 
 
 The FILE/8OBIN program has a similar capability for strings. In this case, the task is 
performed by an INTEGER character string conversion. Here’s how: 
 
ICH2$(INTEGER) — The integer value must be a number from 0 to 65534. A string is returned, 
most significant bit first, whose bits represent the original number. Numbers greater than 65534 will 
generate two bytes of CHR$(255). 
 ICH2$ (18512) 
 HP 
 
INUM2 (string) — Complement of ICH2$. This returns an integer from the 2 bytes. If more than 2 
bytes are contained in the string, only the first two will be decoded. If only one character is present, a 
null CHR$(0) is assumed to precede it. 
 INUM2 (“HP”) 
 18512 
 
ICHR$ ( expression of a number, length of output string) — This returns a string representation of 
length specified by the second number. The bits of the string expression represent the binary value of 
the numeric reference, and only integers are allowed. Note that the last character of the string will be 
‘1’ or ‘0’ for “number true or false”, and that the first bit of the first byte is the sign bit (set = positive 
number, 0 = negative number). 
 ICHR$ (“79999999999999”,6) ! Largest number that can be converted 
 
INUM(“string reference”) — This returns a numeric value of the string. The conversion algorithm 
allows negative as well as positive values. If the first character is MASKed, then the natural binary 
value of the bits of the string will be converted to a positive number. If the mask bit is not set, the 
number is interpreted as a negative integer. In either case, the first bit is not part of the actual 
conversion process, but the other 7 bits of the leading character are. Maximum string length for 
conversion is 7 bytes. 
 INUM( “HP”) 
 -14256 
 H$= “HP” @ MASK H$ 
 INIJM (H$) 
 18640 
 Unfortunately,. though by design, HP did not choose to duplicate functions embodied in their 
BASIC . This makes the commands slightly more difficult to use. To read the length of the first 
string in a file, you might key in the following : 
10 pS=POS (SECTOR$ , CHR$ (223)) 
20 STRING_LENGTH=INUM2(REV$(SECTOR$[pS+1 , pS+2])) 
  
 I have not touched on the following set of keywords. 
SORT BUFFER IS SORT PARMS PTRARRAY IS REMOVE BLANKS 
MAKEHEAP  SORTHEAP  SIFT   GIVEBACK 
SET BUFFCOL REVERSE 
 
These are the implementation of a combined array/bubble sorter. 
SORT BUFFER IS [string reference] — Use the largest string you can handle. DIMensioning the 
string reference at 65534 is desirable. This is the bubble column. 
PTRARRAY IS [a one or 2 dimensional array] — This is the POINTER ARRAY. 
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 I have not had the time to investigate thoroughly this group of keywords, so for now I can 
only suggest that the hardy among you investigate further, and share your results. Perhaps in a 
subsequent issue, I will be able to complete the guide started here. 
 Briefly, here are other keywords supplied by some of the short binaries in the Personal 
Productivity Pac: 
 
BIN15 : CHAINA LOADA 
BIN25 : DISK FREE (DISC FREE)  CAT$()  MSUS$  VOL$()     PRTIS  DTYPE 
  
This group of keywords are the same as those supplied by FILE/80BIN. In addition, the following 
are added. 
 
EXTEND# (BUFF#, NUMERICS) — This keyword allows you to add to the number of records in 
the LAST file on the present disk. If buffer# 1 is ASSIGNed to “TEST” then to add 9 more records 
to the TEST file, execute: 
 EXTEND# 1,9 
 
EXTEND LAST FILE — Similar to EXTEND# 
 
MAY I HAVE (BUFF#, DESIRED# OF RECS) - Returns a one (yes) or zero (no), depending on the 
number of free records. 
 MAY I H.AVE (1,8) 
 1 
  
 The B1N43 program supplies some extra string manipulation tools: 
REV$ — This allows you to reverse the order of the characters in the referenced string. 
 A$ “ABCD” 
 DISP REV$ (A$) 
 DCBA 
 
REP (string$,#reps) —This is the same as the keyword RPT$ supplied by UTIL/l and the AP ROM. 
For the record: 
 REP$ (“X”,4) 
 XXXX 
 
TRIM$ (STRING$) — This function allows the removal of trailing blanks in the string. 
B$=TRIM$(A$) 
 
SCOPY (string$) — Screen copy function. – see Iss.#9- M.A.C. 
 
 If you happen to have a copy of the new NIKSAM ROM manual in your possession (HP 
manual 00087—90614), you have a pretty reasonable syntax guide to the keywords supplied by 
“STEVIE”. STEVIE, by the way, is a product of the PEACHTREE group produced for HP. The 
ROM implementation is almost the same as the STEVIE binary. 
 BIN24 is the driver for the Basic word processor program WORD/80. This binary was 
designed to be a little tricky to use, as it is initiated by the command “BIN24START”. When 
executed, the program takes control of all keys including RESET. If you are simply “hacking” this 
can make it a difficult program to adopt. Once mastered, it offers very flexible control of the screen 
and keyboard. The exit command is “BIN24EXIT”. A simple method for testing various keywords is 
to program the entry command and then an ON TIMER# branch to a line to execute the exit 
statement. This program is illustrated throughout the FILE/80 program listing. 
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TAJ: The Accounts Journal — Review by Dale Flanagan 
 

It’s no secret that computers are good at numbers. What isn’t so commonly known is that some 
computers are better at them than others. Most computers use binary arithmetic internally, which is 
prone to accuracy errors. Often the results of division, for instance, must be adjusted to yield the 
proper answer. There is another way to handle this problem, however. The Series 80 computers use a 
scheme called “Binary Coded Decimal” (BCD) for it’s math. While BCD takes up a little more 
memory for large numbers when compared to binary coding schemes, it isn’t subject to the same 
kind of errors in binary calculations. 
 This increased accuracy is valuable in scientific and business applications, and one place 
where it’s especially valuable is in keeping track of money! For this reason there are several 
accounting systems available on the Series 80. One of the better ones is The Accounts Journal, or 
“TAJ” (both trademarks of Production Data Systems of Sacramento, CA). 
 We tested the HP-86/87 version of TAJ, and an HP-83/85 version is also available. TAJ is 
interesting for several reasons, and has several nice features, but before we discuss these features it 
might be appropriate to talk about microcomputer accounting packages in general. 
 Some TV and print advertising would have you believe that any ignoramus can pick up a 
microcomputer and a packaged accounting package and, within a few hours, have a business 
completely automated. I think that’s bunk. As part of my MBA training I was literally forced to take 
accounting and finance classes. These classes didn’t instill in me any great love of the financial arts, 
but they did teach me that a proper accounting system can be both complex and powerful. This 
complexity and power doesn’t lend itself to the construction of trivial systems that can be learned in 
one or two hours. Just as importantly, these are not the kind of systems that a businessperson can 
easily set up without the help of an accounting professional, unless the businessperson already has 
some grasp of accounting principles. 
 For this reason we think that ease of operation and a comprehensive manual are absolutely 
critical to a successful accounting package, and TAJ earns high marks in both areas. In fact, most 
criticisms we have involve further refinement that would make the package even easier to operate. 
For instance, TAJ wants you to set the date before any other commands are accepted, but TAJ 
doesn’t display a date setting screen. You get an error message if the date wasn’t set with the first 
command you try to give, but it would be nicer if TAJ just had you set the date in the first place. 
 TAJ has a command structure that allows you to enter “English” commands (i.e. ADD 
EMPLOYEE), abbreviated commands (i.e. A E for add employee), or use the Series 80 function 
keys. You can use all three types of commands interchangeably, which means TAJ adjusts to your 
working habits, instead of vice-versa. I counted around 50 separate commands that TAJ would 
respond to, but if you’re like me, an important one to remember when you first start using the system 
is “KEY”, which displays the function key assignments for you. The TAJ manual says the function 
keys will be useful when you first start using the system, but that you will soon start learning the 
“English” commands and their abbreviations. We suspect this is true, but we were a little annoyed to 
note that the display of command key assignments disappeared as TAJ swapped its various modules 
into memory. Although remembering to give the KEY command each time is not a big deal, we (as 
beginners) would have liked TAJ to remember we were operating with the function keys. 
 Once you start getting into the program, however, these minor annoyances don’t seem too 
important compared to the fine job of putting together a truly integrated business accounting 
package. TAJ costs $1500, which will give anyone pause until you realize you’re getting a General 
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, and Payroll package. TAJ also sells an optional 
Graphics Pac and a Forms Pac for $250 each. Our CPA says that two of the reports in the Forms Pac 
(a check register and a cash journal) are “must have” items, and that TAJ shouldn’t be bought 
without the Forms Pac. Other accounting packages are sold as modules, but by the time you’ve 
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bought all the modules to match TAJ, it’s likely you’ve paid as much as the TAJ package. Unlike 
TAJ, however, a modular accounting package will require considerable disk swapping and most 
transfer of information between the various modules require the reading and creation of redundant 
data files. We’re currently using this type of modular accounting package in our own business, and 
we’d rate the TAJ approach as definitely superior. 
 In operation, the HP-86 version of TAJ uses very elegant screen layouts for display and data 
entry. When entering transactions, TAJ requires that balancing debits and credits are entered. All 
journals are automatically updated with each transaction posted. TAJ will automatically age accounts 
for you, and calculate any specified finance charges on past due balances. Fixed assets can have 
automatic depreciation calculations and postings, and month—end, quarter—end and calendar and 
fiscal year closings can be accomplished with a minimum of trauma. 
 TAJ will handle 50 employees for every 32K of memory in your computer, and you can have 
multiple pay periods and salary structures. Up to 10 payroll deductions can be defined by individual 
employee or for all employees. The standard TAJ package won’t print payroll checks (or any other 
kind of checks, for that matter). Instead, reports give you the information you need to manually 
prepare checks. If you follow our CPA’s advice about the necessity of two of the reports in the TAJ 
Forms Pac, you’ll also get the capability to print checks and statements along with the reports. 
Checks and statements are produced on special forms, which can be ordered from Moore Business 
Forms or Production Data Systems. 
 The TAJ manual is quite comprehensive, with many illustrations. It has a complete index and 
I thought it was well done. The manual covers the conversion from your current accounting system 
(if any!) to TAJ. I believe that if you aren’t comfortable with accounting concepts and terms, or if 
you don’t already have some kind of functioning bookkeeping system, you should consult an 
accounting professional before trying to convert to TAJ or any other accounting package. The TAJ 
installation procedures require you to make some decisions regarding file sizes and transaction 
counts, based on how you want to divide up you data storage disk, and this is one area where a good 
professional can help you if you don’t already have a feel for the volumes your business does. 
 When you send in your registration card, TAJ provides you with 30 days of software support. 
After 30 days, the buyer can join a TAJ User’s Group that provides documentation updates, software 
support and a Newsletter for $100 annual fee. During our tests everything worked just great, so I 
didn’t have occasion to call the Production Data Systems people in a state of panic (!), but it is worth 
mentioning that in my other contacts with Production Data Systems they’ve been uniformly helpful 
and pleasant. 
 TAJ programs are secured, but instructions are provided on how to make back-up copies. For 
a large company, putting the TAJ programs and screens on a hard disk would speed operations 
considerably. TAJ already has provisions for putting data files on a hard disk, by the way. For 
HP-86B users, the electronic disk would also result in a speed increase in TAJ operations. 
We didn’t have a chance to use the HP-85 version of TAJ, but we did review the manual. The HP-85 
version is disk based and seems to provide the same functions as the HP-86/87 version. The ‘85 
version is missing the nice data entry screens of the 86/87 version, however, and if I had to make a 
choice the 86/87 version appears much nicer. 
 Overall, the TAJ system impressed us with its integration and ease of use. For a complex 
system like a professional quality accounting package, it’s really quite good. We’re now on our third 
microcomputer accounting system, and we wish we’d have seen the TAJ package before we went 
through the time and expense of buying our latest system. For about the same price we could have 
had TAJ and the TAJ Forms Pac, and we think we’d have been happier. 
 

 
___________________ 
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PRODUCTION DATA SYSTEMS RESPONDS by Jan Carrillo, Retail Products Manager 
 
 First, I wish to extend our thanks to NEWS80S for the time they spent reviewing TAJ. In 
general, the review is quite accurate and very favorable. The review does, however, omit some items 
that may be of general interest to the HP Series 80 reader. 
 TAJ was designed specifically for HP Series 80 computers in 1980. Over 300 “user proven” 
units have been shipped, and TAJ has 30,000+ programming statements, making TAJ one of the 
largest single purpose software packages for HP microcomputers. The fact that TAJ has all programs 
for GL, AR, AP and PR on one disc with all data being stored on a separate data disc allows the user 
to purchase TAJ once, then use it to keep the books for several companies. The TAJ Accounting Pac 
also integrates with the TAJ Job Costing Pac and the TAJ Financial Graphics Pac. 
 To clarify the CPA’s recommendation for purchasing the TAJ Forms Pac, less than ten 
percent of our users agree; the remainder find TAJ quite acceptable and functional without the TAJ 
Forms PAc. Also, the HP 86/87 version of TAJ can “grow” with the memory configuration adding 
capacity for 400 GL accounts, 300 customers, 300 vendors, and 50 employees for each 32K of 
memory added. 
 Lastly, PDS has available for $45 the TAJ Promo Pac that includes demonstration software, 
demonstration data and a complete user operation manual. PDS is located at 2386 Fair Oaks Blvd., 
Ste. 210, Sacramento, CA 95825 (916) 484—0155. 
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DOTS BEFORE YOUR EYES by Dale Flanagan 

 
 The Epson dot matrix printers have to be the most popular printers currently in use for 
microcomputers. They’re simple, reliable, have good print quality, and they’re packed with features. 
They’re sold under MX, RX and the new FX product lines, and they’re also produced as a “private 
label” printer for IBM and HP. 
 There are three models of HP/Epson printers; the HP82905A, the HP82905B, and the 
HP82906A. In this article we’ll briefly discuss the standard Epson printers, look at the differences 
between the standard Epson and the HP versions, give you information on upgrading the HP82905A 
printer to “B” specifications, and look at the new HP82906A printer, which is the newest member of 
the “family”. 
 The Epson MX series started with the MX 70, but really didn’t take off in popularity until the 
MX 80 series was introduced. This printer featured expanded (40 characters per line), regular (80 
characters per line) and condensed (132 characters per line) print fonts, and it was sold in a regular 
pin feed version, or in a version with friction feed and a pin feed tractor (the “F/T” version). This 
printer accepted 9.5” wide paper, and a wide carriage version (the MX 100) was also sold. The print 
mechanism on the MX 100 was essentially the same as the MX 80, but the MX 100 also offered 
advanced graphics capability. 
 If you wanted to add graphics to your MX 80, Epson would sell you a 3 ROM set known as 
the Graftrax option. With or without the graphic options, the MX printers became extremely popular, 
and at one point Epson was actually bringing these printers into the country via air freight. In fact, 
when we bought an Epson MX 80 F/T, the box had a Japan Air Lines Air Baggage tag still attached. 
 The HP829O5A printer is a version of the original MX 80. The 82905A is generally software 
compatible with the standard Epson MX 80, but for some strange reason HP chose to eliminate some 
of the standard MX 80 features in their “private label” version of the printer. 
 HP offered the printer with a variety of interfaces. The standard Epson is a “Centronics type” 
parallel interface printer, and an internal RS232 interface board is also available. HP added an HPIB 
interface and an HPIL interface. 
 Epson improved the MX printer by making the 3 ROM graphics upgrade a standard feature. 
In addition to graphics, this upgrade also made an italic type font available, as well as underlined 
standard and italic fonts. 
 Around this time HP also introduced an upgraded version of their printer, called the 
HP82905B. This printer featured a graphics capability, but it was not software compatible with the 
standard Epson version of the printer. The “B”, like the “A”, actually offered less features than the 
standard Epson printers. It did, however, offer a measure of software compatibility with other HP 
printers, and the “B” version of this printer is what is being supported by most HP software that calls 
for graphics dumps. 
 Because the “B” version is what works best with current HP software, it might be desirable to 
upgrade an existing “A” printer to “B” specifications. HP doesn’t offer an upgrade kit for this, but 
the job can be done with the exchange of a few parts inside the printer, the changing of a few 
switches, and cutting one jumper wire. My local HP office was reluctant to sell me the parts to do 
this myself, but they said that the parts would cost under $115, and that the labor would cost 
somewhere around $70. You should refer your HP service department to HP Service Note 82905A-2, 
“HP-82905A to HP-82905B UPGRADE,” dated 12/82, which has all the details on this conversion. 
 The interface boards for these printers are also available. plugging in a new interface board 
involves taking the printer’s case apart, installing the new interface, and moving one plugin wire, so 
you can’t buy a couple of printer interface boards and expect to have a “quick change” printer in the 
process. You can, however, convert the printer to work with new Series 80 interface modules by 
substituting one card inside the printer. 
To have the printer work with the HP Parallel interface, you simply remove any other interface cards 
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in the printer. To convert to HPIB, you need HP Part Number Y490202000-EPS, IEEE Board 
Assembly (Price $85). An RS232 conversion requires Part Number 8145HP-EPS, RS232 Board 
Assembly, with a price of $125. The HPIL conversion needs 82905-60901, HP-IL “SERV PCA”, 
with a price of $130. The HP service charge for an interface conversion should be $50 or less, but 
you should check with your HP office on this. 
 To answer complaints that the MX printers are slow, Epson recently introduced the FX series 
of printers. The MX printers are rated at 80cps (80 characters per second), and the new FX printers 
claim l60cps. Because of the slow line feed and carriage return speed of these printers, 55cps for the 
MX and 90cps for the FX is more realistic than the maximum rated speed. HP recently announced 
the HP82906A printer, which is their “private label” version of the new FX series, and it differs from 
the Epson FX in several respects. 
 For instance, the HP82906A comes with the HPIB interface only, but the interfaces listed 
above for the HP82905B will work (although HP doesn’t support any interface for the ‘6’ but the 
HPIB). With the new printer, full HP standard graphics protocols are supported. Since most current 
software is written to support the HP82905B, this isn’t too exciting (except to the software houses 
that face another HP graphics conversion!). When the software catches up to this latest HP graphics 
change, users will have true one-to-one aspect ratio graphics plus greatly improved graphics print 
speeds (about 1/3 of the time an HP82905B graphics dump requires). 
 The print enhancements available with the HP82906A are very impressive. You get two 
character sets (Roman 8 and Roman Extension), plus the ability to define your own character sets 
and to download these sets to the on-board 2K of memory on the printer. The 2K of memory will act 
as a buffer if you don’t have a user-defined character set stored on the printer. 
 The HP version of the FX printer provides you with cursor/print-head movement commands, 
which should simplify the programming of reports (especially those on pre-printed forms). To make 
things easier for forms and such, the printer handles both pin-feed and friction feed paper. 
 You can set the character size and pitch to print 137, 96, 80, 68, 48 and 40 characters per line. 
At the 80 character setting a proportional spacing feature is available (so “i” will take up less space 
than “w”), and depending on the pitch up to four levels of boldness are available. Automatic 
underlining and super/sub scripts are also programmable. 
 Paper lengths of 11 or 12 inches are switch selectable, and automatic perforation skipping is 
selectable by switch or software command. The print font commands for the ‘6’ printer are supposed 
to be compatible with existing ‘5B’ commands, so only the graphics commands present a conversion 
problem (although, naturally, existing HP82905B software will not make use of all the extra features 
of the HP82906A). 
 The HP82905B will continue to be sold for awhile, but no upgrade for a HP82905B to 
HP82906A specifications will be offered because the two printers are very different (although they 
do use the same ribbon and the physical appearance of the two units is similar). 
 If you don’t require the letter quality print of a “daisy wheel” printer, the MX or FX series 
printers, and their HP equivalents, are really excellent choices for all purpose, work-horse printers 
with multiple fonts and graphics capabilities. HP rates the HP82906A printer at 40 pages per day of 
output, but we feel this is rather conservative because Epson printers of all types have earned a 
tremendous reputation for reliability and good service. For personal computing and light business 
needs we wouldn’t hesitate to recommend this fine family of printers. 
 

---------------------- 
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BINARY BUGS AND BLUES by Don Person 

 
 For those of you who write some of your own HP-86 and HP-87 programs, it is already 
obvious that smooth looking screen and I/O control can be somewhat difficult to build into a 
program with only minimal Basic keywords to draw upon. If you have gone on to use some of the 
binaries supplied by HP with your system you are already aware of at least some of the useful 
constructs that you can create for yourself. You may also know that there are some pitfalls waiting as 
well. If you are now an avid user of “UTIL/l”, let me caution you on several things that you may not 
be aware of. 
 AREAD [string variable] : If you have tried to use this as part of a screen oriented word 
processor, and wondered why the printer goes crazy, the reason is that this implementation leaves 
CHR$ (13) carriage returns where spaces remained on screen. The implementation of this keyword 
in the Advanced Programming ROM suffers from this annoyance as well. 
 If you would like to be able to print a ‘screen’, here is a usable method using the binary 
‘STRNGBg’ . Although it shares string manipulation commands with other programs, it provides 
several unique capabilities as well. Search and Replace string (SAR$) is one. You can use this to 
remove CHR$(13) and replace it with printable blanks. The SAR$ function can be written in BASIC, 
but is it SLOW! For instance: 
 
100 FOR L1 TO LEN(SC$) @ IF SC$ THEN SC$ “ ” @ NEXT L 
 
 Here is an example that will print a 24 line screen using the binary SAR$ command. I’ll 
assume that you don’t have the AP rom, only UTIL/1 and STRNGBg. 
 
10 DIM SC$ ! the number of characters in 24*80 char. 
20 AWRITE 0,0 @ AREAD SC$ @ SC$=SAR$(SC$,CHR$(13), “ ”) @ PRINT SC$ 
 
 You may wish to add a line to write RPT$(“ ”,N) over your instruction line prior to reading 
the screen. You can use the same technique to get hard copy of things like the binary FORM program 
displays by substituting X OR * for the I/O FIELD areas or other ‘unprintable ‘ situations. 
 Try to enter this incorrect bit of syntax with the LINPUT command found in the UTIL/1 
binary program. 
 
 10 LINPUT$ A$ 
 
 This should return a Syntax error but, instead THIS IS A SYSTEM CRASHER! If you try to 
enter it, the next thing that you will need to do is reach around the back of your computer and power 
it off and on again, to regain system control. Otherwise, you might avoid it, other than as an example 
of a faulty parse routine. 
 Try “START CRT AT  -7” with the UTIL/1 binary. A command to start the crt at a negative 
value is invalid, but interesting. You may wish to avoid this possibility, when writing your own code. 
You haven’t lived till you’ve done it once, though. 
 Do not try to execute any reference to “KEY$” unless you have first executed “TAKE 
KEYBOARD”. This is a first degree runtime crasher, which does so far as to even shut off crt power. 
 On to the GETSAVE binary program. If you are planning to merge program line files using 
this supplied binary, you may wish to observe this caveat: GETSAVE does not allow programs 
greater than approximately 64k to be merged. Regardless of the amount of memory you have, it will 
return a memory overflow error when this limitation is exceeded. I found out about this the hard way. 
A way out is to put a STOP on the line of the program in question, when the GETSAVE size limit is 
reached. Then STORE it, DELETE its line numbers, and then GET about 200 more lines and LIST 
them in ALPHALL mode. CHAIN the main program being merged back into memory (where it will 
not execute), then START CRT AT 0 and merge the next block of lines with the END LINE key. 
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Repeat until done. Or you could just buy the Advanced Programming ROM. 
 In regard to the fascinating little program ‘r’ that is included with the 86 and 87XM DEMO 
DISC, the explanation supplied with the program neglects to mention that the two keywords supplied 
lack functional parse routines. The keywords are RSECTOR [string], sector#, MSUS$ and 
WSECTOR [string], sector#, MSUS$ 
 These are useful keywords that HP has seen fit to control extremely carefully. This is not to 
say that a clever user can not use them. A complete, fully functional and transportable 
implementation of each of these statements can be found on line 8900 and line 13500 of the ‘backup’ 
program. Valid sector numbers are 0 to 1064 for 5.25 inch drives. (The tools available in 
FILE/80BIN are adequate to unlock this mystery; I leave the implementation to those of you with the 
requisite knowledge). 
 If you feel the need to buy one BINARY from the Users Library, let me suggest the FORM 
program set. After acquiring the complete set of 86/87 binaries, I believe it is the best of the lot. You 
will appreciate it in any screen oriented I/O operation. Many of the other programs, with the 
exception of MATHBIg and SORTB2g are better implemented by the AP ROM. In a later issue, 
perhaps we’ll discuss some un-demonstrated uses of the SORT program, as well as some ‘missing’ 
keywords in the FORM program’s documentation. 
 Before signing off, I would like to mention that the editor of NEWS80S is being very kind 
when he says that the HP assembler documentation is scant at best (NEWS80S #1, Assembler ROM 
Review). Completely missing is all “Absolute Address” information. I am of course referring to the 
fixed addresses for print and disk buffers in memory. The addresses are never referred to. Neither are 
the in-points for the ROM options. The documentation on the variable tables is presented as 
minimally as I could imagine, and less than fully! Almost all information related to disk operation 
and CPU architecture is missing. Other information of critical importance is presented in as obscure 
a fashion as I have ever seen. 
 As another f’rinstance; there is nothing inherently wrong with the use of an octal numbering 
system for opcodes and addresses with the Assembler, but in the next generation why not try base 4 
or HEX? I can’t help but feel that the Assembler was created to be the most minimal product that HP 
could offer to the market as a tool to back sales, not to stimulate or assist the independent software 
producer . 
 What is really needed is an improved assembler, not the present ‘crippler’ unit that is only 
one available from the company. 
 In closing, I would like to add that NEWS80S represents an important asset to the community 
of HP users that is a unique value. It is the only method of information dissemination regarding HP 
system operations and program reviews that is not subject to control by ‘the company’ . As such , I 

think that only the contributions of its readers can keep it viable, informative and useful.  
 

------------------ 
 

TAMING THE HP—2631B PRINTER WITH WORDSTAR 
 

 Dr. Albert E. Hayes, Jr. (Albert Hayes & Associates, Consulting Engineers, P.O. Box 2946, 
Fullerton, CA 92633) has two documents of interest to HP86/87 owners using the popular Wordstar 
word processing program. These documents describe machine language patches to the Wordstar 
program that allow you to underline, initialize the printer, subscript, superscript, and switch to math 
characters when using the HP-2631B printer. Dr. Hayes will share this material with interested 
News80s readers. We suggest sending a $5 fee to cover Dr. Haye’s expenses when writing him for 
the material. 
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FILE/80 

 
 FILE/80, by Hewlett-Packard, is a flexible and powerful data base system for HP-86 and 
HP-87 computers. ‘ The program allows you to create a “form” on the screen that can be up 80 
characters wide and up to 60 lines long. 
 The form you create can have headings, descriptive text, and data fields. The data fields can 
be one of 6 types: character, integer, floating point number, currency, date and autodate. Most of 
these fields are fairly obvious in nature, but the “autodate” field deserves a word of explanation. 
With this type of field, the system will automatically update the field with the date entered at the start 
of the program when you update or enter a record. 
 As you specify a field, you can move it around the form with the cursor keys until you get the 
form looking the way you want it to. If you change your mind on the position of the field, you can 
later move it as easily as your initial placement of the field. 
 You can specify primary and multiple secondary keys for your form after you create it, and 
FILE/80 will do the work of keeping the various keys in order as records are added, changed and 
deleted. 
 This file creation portion of FILE/80 is really a model of how to program this type of function 
in a database program. It’s easy, flexible, and very tolerant of mistakes. With the ability to add 
descriptive text and headings to the form, it’s very easy to create a custom database entry screen 
that’s informative and professional looking, even if you’re a relative novice. Once you’ve created 
your form and entered your data, FILE/8O gives you an impressive set of enquiry and output options. 
The FILE/8O search command allows you to pick ranges, relationships or “wild cards” when looking 
through your data. And when it comes time to print your data, you can create custom reports, form 
letters, or labels. The labels are designed interactively on the screen, allowing exact placement of the 
data you’re interested in, and on your reports you can have computed data, means, 
minimum/maximum information, subtotals and grand totals. As we said, impressive. 
 Despite the strengths listed above, not everything is perfect with FILE/80. We found some 
operations a bit slow, and we grew weary of swapping program disks when trying all the program’s 
features (FILE/80 comes on 4 program disks!). During one test we tried writing to a write-protected 
disk and received an error message, but the keyboard was locked up on us and the program “hung” 
until we powered down our computer and started all over again. We couldn’t repeat this error 
condition, but the locking up of the keyboard was a nasty surprise caused by one of FILE/80’s binary 
programs. 
 Our biggest disappointment with FILE/80 is, however, an unusual one. The FILE/80 manual 
is, in a word, dull. It’s so dull that it makes learning about the program a real chore. The manual uses 
a consulting company’s system as the main example, and the poor reader is assaulted with 
meaningless project numbers and dry text that’s devoid of wit or a spirit of discovery. This is in 
sharp contrast to the “Demo Guide” that we found in our FILE/80 package. 
 The Demo Guide is evidently designed to be used as a self-demonstration aid at a dealership. 
It uses a little fish company as an example, and the reader is asked to work examples dealing with the 
price of steelhead and coho salmon. This guide wasn’t done by the Neil Simon of technical writers, 
but it is interesting, and this interest can be directly linked to learning. The full manual lacks the type 
of “playfulness” found in the Demo Guide, and the result is a tougher than necessary learning 
process. In fairness, the manual does have almost all the information you’d need to work the system, 
and in typical HP fashion it’s generously illustrated and it comes with a handy “pocket guide” for 
quick reference. 
 FILE/80 is sold separately for $250, and it comes as part of the “Productivity Pac” for $495 
(which includes Visicalc Plus and the WORD/80 word processing program). In either form it’s a 
well done, flexible database system that’s well worth the asking price. 
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RAMBLING by Dale Flanagan 

 
 NEW CONTRIBUTING EDITORS. After a couple of conversations with Don Person (see 
articles in this issue), we were convinced that Don knows as much about certain binary programs as 
anyone outside of HP. More importantly, Don is willing to share his knowledge. Don’s approach to 
learning about a binary is “hacking” in it’s purest form. Don uses the Assembler ROM to display a 
binary program, and on the Series 80 screen the binary keywords are clearly visible. Having learned 
the keywords, Don then starts dissecting the various routines associated with each keyword, to learn 
how they work and what parameters are expected. Hacking is like intellectual treasure hunting. You 
often have to do a lot of searching to come up with a few nuggets of knowledge. It also helps to have 
a natural curiosity and a willingness to “play” ; trying things out just to see what might happen. 
Don’s article on binary bugs illustrates this kind of curiosity. Don uses a Series 80 at work and 
another one as part of a family business. He has some peppery views about both HP and the Series 
80, and a fund of knowledge still untapped. We’ve asked Don to become a contributing editor to 
News80s, and we’re pleased to announce that he’s accepted. We look forward to his future 
contributions. 
 Also listed as a new contributing editor is David Efron. David is a consultant in Washington 
DC who specializes in microcomputers and word processors. I’ve worked with David for several 
years now, mostly on Apple Computer projects. I convinced David to “see the light”, and he bought 
an HP-86. He’s been leaping into Series 80 binary programming with both feet, and David will be 
providing some interesting material in upcoming issues, starting with an HP 86/87 Assembler ROM 
review next issue. He’s also working on some dynamite Series 80 software that we plan to market. If 
he can stop his globe hopping (he’s in Thailand as I write this), you’ll be seeing his by-line with 
increasing frequency. 
  
 SHAKE UPS. For the first six months of 1983, it seemed like hardly a week went by without 
some kind of press release announcing some new appointment or organization change at HP. I’ll 
spare you all the details, but the net result seems to be that HP is consolidating its personal computer 
marketing and software development under one group. I recently had a chance to visit with this new 
group in California’s famous silicon valley. I saw some impressive things that I’ll be able to talk 
about next issue, but frankly I was equally impressed by the attitudes I encountered. HP is addressing 
several problems that has plagued it in the past. This recent consolidation into one Personal 
Computer group will allow them to eventually rationalize the Series 80, 100 and 200 lines, in terms 
of product positioning and pricing. For instance, the HP-86B is now $2820 for a 128K, single 3.5” 
disk machine that has all the “B” goodies thrown in. We paid almost that for our 86A mainframe 
alone! There’s an inside joke that “HP” stands for “High Prices”, but you really couldn’t prove that 
by the aggressive new positioning of the 86B. 
 In addition to pricing, HP is also changing dealer programs, advertising, software 
coordination, production policies and delivery techniques. As with every large and ambitious change, 
I’m sure there will be plenty of rough edges to work out, but so far what I’ve seen of HP’s new 
organization and plans have impressed me greatly. 
 
THE NEW SERIES 80 SOFTWARE CATALOG is now available for $12.95 (Hewlett-Packard, 
Portable Computer Division, 1000 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330). The catalog is now 
typeset and looks quite good. It provides an extensive collection of software that can be ordered from 
HP and third party software suppliers, including moderately priced User’s Library programs. 
 
REVIEW STANDARDS. In all our reviews we try to blend objective and subjective elements. 
Objective items include things like price, features and capacities. These things are important, but if  
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reviews consisted of only objective elements we wouldn’t have to write them; a set of lifeless tables 
and spec sheets would handle things quite nicely. But specifications alone don’t tell the total story, 
especially with software. 
 We’ve all experienced the disappointment of buying something that looked great on paper, 
but which didn’t perform as expected. For this reason we feel that subjective factors form an 
important part of any evaluation. It’s the subjective reactions, experiences and feelings of a reviewer 
that add life and juices to what could become a rather dull repetition of manufacturer’s specs. 
Some subjective factors commonly included in a review are ease of use, how the product suits a 
particular segment of the market, how the product compares to similar products, and what kind of 
value a product represents. This last item deserves some elaboration. 
 Some features missing from a $100 program might be mentioned, but not criticized as they 
would if they were missing on a $500 program. To us there is (or should be) a correlation between 
the price of an item and the value and support you should expect to receive. A philosophy of 
charging all the market will bear might be great business school strategy, but it doesn’t carry much 
weight with us. Like you, we’re consumers, and we have an active interest in seeing that fair value is 
returned for the price charged. We would never presume to tell a manufacturer how much to charge 
for a product, but we do let the price provide us with one subjective yardstick for measuring the 
value of a product. 
 In a similar fashion, the resources available to a company also affect our subjective 
judgments. From Hewlett-Packard, for instance, we expect (and often get) excellence, and we’re not 
ashamed to admit that we apply a stricter standard to a company like HP than we would to a two-
person software company. We hasten to clarify that this standard is one of polish, and not of 
substance. The documentation from the two-person company, for instance, should have all the 
information we need to successfully operate a program, or we’ll say so. On the other hand, we don’t 
expect this documentation to be type-set and with numerous illustrations, as we would if HP was 
producing the same program. 
 A review is always based on the product copy sent to us. If it’s not a review, but a product 
announcement based on manufacturer’s literature, we’re careful to tell you that. If the manufacturer 
claims that specific problems have been solved or enhancements have been made after we were sent 
our review copy, we tell you that, too, but we always try to make it clear that we have not tested 
these fixes or enhancements. 
 Whenever possible, we try to give fair notice when we express an opinion or reaction, and 
you’ll often see phrases like “in our opinion” or “our reaction to this was...” in our reviews. In 
addition, if there’s something in our experience or background that could affect your evaluation of 
that opinion, we feel that it’s only fair to mention that, too (i.e. a personal prejudice against a certain 
approach to a problem, or some type of expertise in a specific area). We expect you, the reader, to 
decide for yourself how much weight to place on these opinions, and how these subjective judgments 
should effect your subjective evaluations of the products under review. Thus far we haven’t been 
disappointed in your ability to do this! 
 We understand that there’s a danger in using subjective evaluation, despite the many benefits 
cited above. To counteract this danger, we do three things. First, we often contact users of a 
particular product or type of product, and we try to blend their opinions in the review with ours. 
Second, if a reader should later provide an interesting view or opinion on a product, we often print it 
in the “Feedback” column. Third, whenever our publication deadlines permit, we offer manufacturers 
the chance to comment on our review. 
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MENU’D Part 3 (FINISH) by Dale Flanagan 

 
 This installment presents the third and last section in our discussion of programs that can 
write other programs. This section presents a few “bells and whistles” to the MENU’D program for 
those that care to save or edit menu files. One important note is that if you’re going to add this code 
to the MENU’D program, please type it in directly from the keyboard. I tried writing the code as a 
module, then used the binary program DGTSAV to “DGET” this code into the MENU’D program 
presented in the last issue. I received a Memory Overflow error on my 32K HP—85A, and ended up 
rekeying the whole thing. Sigh. 
 I hope this series will encourage other software authors to explore the potential for programs 
that can write other programs. The techniques for doing this are not too hard, as MENU’D illustrates 
and all the other tools you’ll need are a binary program like DGTSAV or GETSAVE (and 
GETSAVE is now built in to the new Series 80 ‘B’ models). 
 



 

 
 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
 

 (Classified advertisements are offered as a service to readers. Rates are $5, payable in 
advance, for 4 lines of 80 characters, spaces or punctuations. For commercial display rates, please 
write for rate card). 
  
SERIES 80 (for 85,86,87): 82909 RS—232 Interface $300; IDS 560G 200cps 
printer $850; 9130A 5.25 Disc Drive (for 86A) $580; (for 86,87): 85—13058 
Statistics Pac $170; Write/Idea word processor $120; 85—13044 Data—Comm Pac 
$150; dBase II $360; Randy Wedd, 622 East 11th St., Bloomington, IN 47401. 
  
RADIO SHACK (!) PC—i Pocket computer, case, cassette interface module, books and game tape. 
Retail over $200; sell for $40 plus shipping. Dale Flanagan (213) 374—3251. 
 
TI—43 Teleprinter with RS—232 interface, pin feed platten, and adjustable forms tractor by PDS. 
Use as a computer printer, a teletype or a dumb terminal. Cost $1400 two years ago; sell for $450 
plus shipping. Dale Flanagan (213) 374—3251. 
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